
Welcome to our newsletter. 
This week, we will learn the positive
attribute with bright illustrations and

beautifully written sentences of a book "Fill
A Bucket". Kids are taught a metaphor to be

kind and loving towards themselves and
others.

In this book, author explains that being
happy isn't just a feeling; it's something that
you carry with you all day. You can make
yourself happy by making other people
happy and by accepting kindness from

others.
Please use this newsletter to help talk with
your child about the things we have been

doing in school and review/reinforce
concepts and skills at home.

   I would appreciate you for being involved
in your child's journey. 

Thank you.

www.instagram.com/alphamindspreschool/

Don't forget to like                , follow and share 

our Facebook and IG pages.

Reading: "Fill A Bucket", by Carol McCloud and Katherine

Martin
A delightful little book to warm the hearts of young children

and teach them how to experience the joy of giving and

receiving and feel the happiness through being kind.

Language & Communications: Letter "G"; practicing

recognition, sounds, and sensory experience of letter "G" by

using an amazing multi-sensory program "Zoo-phonics".

Math: Introducing comparison of quantities (less or more)

and also sorting objects by size & colors. Continuing on the

patterns, Number Recognition, Rote Counting & 1:1

correspondence. 
Fun with Arts & Crafts
Friday is Sharing Day: Childs bring thing/toy that starts with

letter of the week "G". If kids don't have toys regarding letter

then have them draw a picture of anything related to the

letter of the week and practice telling three things about that

picture.
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